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Thames Valley Police Report for

Eynsham Parish Annual General Meeting 2019 from your

Eynsham Neighbourhood Police Team

Recorded crime figures in Eynsham indicate that crime and crime related incidents
have risen to 188 (102 reported incidents last year). The main offences were Theft
and Criminal Damage. 1 drug offences recorded in the Parish, but the team have
received lots of intelligence regarding several persons who are using drugs, as well
as locations where it is happening, therefore we are working to crack down on this.

The Eynsham Neighbourhood Police Team is now covered under the umbrella of
West Oxfordshire Neighbourhood Police. This means that there are a number of
police officers responsible for the community policing side based at Witney Police
Station as well as one officer stationed at Chipping Norton. Helen Keen will be

leaving the Eynsham area at the end of May and will be replaced by PCSO Lucy
James

We are making more use of the Thames Valley Alert system which is a great way
that the police can communicate with the public as well as receive messages back.
We can send out messages that are relevant only to Freeland and of interest to
different community groups such as Shop watch, Countrywatch, Pubwatch,
Business watch etc. - there are many more categories that are on the system
which allows us to send out Crime Alerts, Witness Appeals, Crime Prevention
Advice and good news stories when they happen! We encourage people to sign up
for this and they can do so at www.thamesvalleyalert.co.uk or speak to one of the
officers.

Eynsham Police office is still being used by the Neighbourhood Team.

We still rely on the community to keep us informed of any current or emerging
crime trends. lf anything is concerning you, whether it be security advice,
suspicious persons or vehicles, concerns for a vulnerable child or adult or any
other information you would like to pass us, then we want to know. We can be
contacted on 101, or via the online reporting form on the Thames Valley Police
website.

The current Local Policing Priorities are Domestic Abuse, Child Sexual
Exploitation, Dwelling Burglaries and the Exploitation of Persons for the supply of
drugs. The first two are mainly 'hidden crimes'which mean that they don't come to
the public attention as much as the more traditional crimes and this is where the
police are concentrating their efforts in reducing the risk to vulnerable children and
adults.
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Crimes and Crime Related lncidents in the Freeland area

During the dates 23/04/18 - 23/04/19 (last year's figures in brackets)

Crime Related !ncidents

Assaults

Burglaries in a dwelling

Criminal damage

Theft

o Fuel from filling stations 74 of the 108

Shoplifting

Notes:

Crime Related lncidents include incidents such as Domestic lncidents, where no

Criminal Offences occurred, but details of those spoken to, are recorded in case of

future problems. Also AdulUchild Protection lncidents, fall under this category

whereby we are informed of vulnerable persons in our community and their details

are shared with partner agencies.
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